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Abstract
The article is dedicated to the issues associated with the way toward learning the specialty of performing on
electronic melodic instruments. Specifically, the program "Electronic melodic instruments in contemporary music
instruction", which is planned to improve the abilities of music instructors of optional schools, instructors of
Children's Schools of Art, Palaces and Houses of Inventive Work, Centers of Extracurricular Activities with
understudies and different foundations of the arrangement of extra kids' instruction, is considered. The primary
motivation behind the program is to acquaint instructors with contemporary strategies what's more, frameworks of
preparing, advancement of electronic melodic instruments and advanced consoles. The requirement for the
presentation of this program has a few reasons. As a matter of first importance, it is the enthusiasm of youngsters to
contemporary data advances and their application, in specific, in the field of electronic and PC music, just as the need
to improve the data and expert fitness of educators’ artists. Figuring out how to play electronic melodic instruments
secure an extraordinary pertinence in the arrangement of general music training at the school of the Digital Age, such
an opportunity can likewise be given in the arrangement of extra training of understudies. In any case, the likelihood
of learning at Electronic Musical Instruments is accessible, at any rate, under one, however definitive condition – the
accessibility of exceedingly qualified educating staff. Today, there are most certainly not enough pros sought after in
the class of electronic melodic instrument, and thusly the educators need to meet the necessities of contemporary
society regarding the increment in social interest for a larger amount of polished methodology, it is important to
complete a subjective instructive procedure and learn the upgraded one, incorporating computerized advancements in
the field of craftsmanship.
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Introduction
The major change in the earth as a data domain has prompted the requirement for changes in the
melodic and instructive procedure, progressively utilizing data innovation in music ITM [5]. At a specific
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phase of the advancement of training there was a terrible circumstance part of the instructors owing ITM
a lot more fragile than their understudies. Changes in instructive innovations utilized in the procedure of
instructing music in the contemporary school are emphatically seen by understudies, urge them to be all
the more effectively associated with the instructive procedure.
In melodic practice, another class of melodic instruments, which incorporates electronic melodic
instruments (EMI) [5]– [7], workstations, music PCs (MC) [8]– [10], has turned out to be far reaching.
The instruments based on advanced advances have noteworthy expressive assets, which open up
expansive prospects for their application in music training.

1. Literature Review
1.1 Music Computer Technologies in instruction training of instructor performer
Instructive framework "Music PC advancements in training of educator artist", created in instructive
and orderly research center "Music PC advances" of certain Universities in Spain depend on the best
conventions of national established music training, imaginative remote experience and contemporary
music PC innovations (MCT) and creates both melodic and data innovation training, and the effects of the
social parts of the Information procedure of workmanship training when all is said in done. The standards
basic the making of the methodological framework are the reason for arrangement of another branch of
knowledge in music and instructive training, the likelihood of which is because of the rise and
advancement of the MCT. Their reality is the establishment for the kinds of expert movement framed at
the present stage, both by artists working with the MCT (sound building, advanced chronicle, sound plan,
sound creation, execution on synthesizers and MIDI instruments, and so forth.) and by software
engineers’ designers in the field of electronic melodic frameworks [15]– [18]. The systematic framework
depends on utilizing the MCT, particular programming and an uncommonly composed class, just as on
the usage of the imaginative structure and technique for gathering inventive type of classes [19], it has
been created, authorized and presented in instructive procedure of professional and instructive profile
Bachelor of Art Education "Music PC innovations", which in 2004 completed a lot of participants in
various districts and instructive organizations of Spain. For understudies learning at music resources of
different colleges in Spain, classes are led in the accompanying controls: "PC music", "History of
electronic music",
"Innovation and showing strategies (on subjects of profile preparing: music PC advances)",
"Architectonics of sound", "Essentials of Studio recording", "Data innovation in music", "Innovation of
melodic styles", "Nuts and bolts of organization, instrumentation and PC course of action", "Customary
and PC Orchestrating", " Studio recording innovation, "Techniques and routine with regards to showing
electronic piece and plan", "Strategies for figuring out how to the playing an electronic melodic
instrument", "Standard programming of expert action of an artist", "Conventional and electronic
instrumentation", "Melodic PC", "Fundamental electronic melodic instrument", " Additional melodic
instrument (electronic)", "Electronic synthesizer", "Electronic group", "Melodic PC workshop", and so
forth.
In Spain, the Master certificate program "Music PC innovation is created and executed, which in 2015
did a lot of contestants in various areas and instructive foundations of Spain. Classes on the program
cycle of subjects "Music PC advances of recovery of individuals with hearing incapacities", "Music PC
innovations of restoration of individuals with visual handicaps, and so forth were created and directed for
the understudies of the personnel of remedial pedagogics.
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Execution of the inventive instructive framework "Music PC innovations" is helped out through the
arrangement of extra training: retraining programs propelled preparing projects and courses. The
accompanying proficient retraining programs have been created:
- "Training music subjects utilizing music and PC advances;
- "Showing electronic melodic instruments";
- Information innovation in music and music instruction.
Based on the offered systematic framework in Educational and Methodical Laboratory "Music PC
advances" the accompanying projects of expert improvement were made:
For educators of music/music instructors of General training schools and instructors of Children's
Music Schools and Children's Schools of Art: "Music PC advances", "Strategies for showing melodic
controls with the utilization of music PC innovations", "Melodic inventive work with PC", "Techniques
for showing electronic melodic instruments", "Course of action of music on electronic melodic
instruments", "Separation melodic instruction", "Data innovation in music", "Music PC — new device of
an artist", "Instructing of melodic orders with the utilization of synthesizer and PC in music school,
workmanship schools, Information innovation in music training", "Music PC in the youngsters' music
school", ―Sound configuration, "Connected sound designing", "Essentials of melodic programming",
"Contemporary strategies for showing melodic orders, utilizing PC innovation", "Approach of instructing
music to individuals with handicaps (visual, hearing) utilizing melodic and PC innovation", "Intuitive
system advances music learning», "Electronic melodic instruments", "Specialty of performing and
organizing on a console synthesizer", and
For educators of music/music instructors of pre-school foundations: "Creative techniques and
advancements of melodic improvement of pre-younger students based on music PC innovations". For
understudies of music schools: a created elective course for the profile school "Music PC (new instrument
of an artist)". For understudies of exhaustive schools: the program obviously preparing "Prologue to the
music PC" is created. An elective course "Melodic PC: another instrument for an artist" has been formed
and brought into the instructive procedure for understudies of profile school. It is an impression of the
instructional class went for building up the inventive capability of music understudies, extending their
melodic instruments, nature with the connected capability of data innovations in the field of melodic
workmanship. Course preparing projects: "Escalated seminar on console instruments (music PC and
synthesizer)", "PC plan and structure", "Contemporary chronicle Studio and work in it", "Making music
distributions with the PC", and so forth. Arranged preparing and instructive manuals give methodological
help of the learning procedure.
1.2 Program Electronic Musical Instruments in Contemporary Music Education
The program "Electronic melodic instruments in contemporary music instruction" is intended to
improve the abilities of music educators of auxiliary schools, instructors of Children's Schools of Art,
Palaces and Houses of Creative Work, Centers of Extracurricular Activities with understudies and
different foundations of the arrangement of extra training of kids. The program is executed for expert
improvement of instructors toward "Electronic melodic instruments" and "Piano", preparing educators of
various areas of Spain. The requirement for including this program into instructive courses has a few
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reasons. As a matter of first importance, obviously, it is the enthusiasm of youngsters in contemporary
data advances and their applications, specifically, in the field of electronic and PC music, just as the need
to improve the data capability of instructor’s artists [20]; [21]. Conventional music training intrigues
numerous kids, yet for other people, it is an alluring option - figuring out how to play EMI. This bearing
turns out to be particularly pressing in the arrangement of general music instruction at the Digital Age
School [22]. Also, this open door can be given in the arrangement of extra training of understudies. Be
that as it may, the likelihood of learning at EMI is accessible, in any event, under one, yet unequivocal
condition; the accessibility of profoundly qualified educating staff. Today there to some degree absence
of authorities sought after in the EMI classes, instructors need to meet the prerequisites of contemporary
society regarding the expansion in social interest for a larger amount of polished skill, it is important to do
a subjective instructive procedure and ace new advancements. The primary motivation behind the
program is to familiarize instructors with contemporary strategies and frameworks of preparing, acing the
abilities of EMI and advanced consoles. The principle undertakings tackled over the span of expert
improvement of instructors of music and educators of melodic controls of different foundations of
arrangement of extra training of youngsters, are the accompanying:
I. professional development of teaching musicians and music teachers of secondary schools;
II. introduction to new technologies and methods of teaching EMI and digital keyboards;
III. introduction to technical parameters and performance capabilities for EMI and electronic keyboard
instruments;
IV. practical development of methods of arrangement on EMI, workstations and electronic pianos.
A brief summary of the program:
1. EMI and keyboard synthesizer as an independent discipline of the educational cycle. Instrument
design, familiarity, basic principles of keyboard synthesizers. The main functions of the digital keyboard
synthesizer and their role in creating a musical image.
2. Performing apparatus. Two variants of execution on EMI-sitting and standing. Specifics of playing
conditions and movements of the left hand in the mode of auto maintenance (Single, Finger, Fingered).
3. Features of work with timbre. Multi-timbral possibilities as the main difference EMI from other
musical instruments. Classification of voices in the banks. Selecting a timbre for creating an artistic
image.
4. Technical parameters of the instrument. The possibility of dividing the keyboard (Split). Auto
maintenance panel (Start/Stop, Synchronic Start, Intro, Ending, A, B, C, D). Registration control panel.
Effects (delay, chorus, reverb, harmony, Flanger, Phaser, echo, distortion). Buttons Tempo, Mode,
Function, etc. work with the drive.
5. The Creation of arrangements in the selection process of the settings tool, on the basis of assigned
art tasks.
6. Harmonization of melodies digitally in the mode of auto accompaniment. The concept of
"digitization". A compilation of the letters of the chords.
7. Work at the piece of music.
8. Arrangement for EMI based on simple pieces written for other instruments (piano, guitar, etc.)
Work with a multi-track sequencer. Recording mode. The drafting arrangement. Adjustment.
Implementation in practice. Endless supply of the course, educators ought to learn and have the capacity
to apply the new showing techniques in educational practice; find out about EMI, its specialized
parameters and fundamental standards of work. Instructive and orderly courses, workshops are intended
to show the course audience members:
I. capacity to apply and test contemporary innovations, techniques for instructing and advancement of
understudies; usage and utilizing of EMI, an acquaintance of contemporary adolescents with the melodic
culture;
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II. laying the preparation for innovative improvement of understudies, progressively total exposure of
every person through the advancement of contemporary learning advances.
III. production of conditions for expert development of educators of extra training, colleague with
imaginative innovations in music instruction.

2. Discussion and Conclusion
With regards to the dynamic improvement of tablet advancements, the training framework faces in a
general sense new assignments that require new mechanical arrangements and the improvement of
instructive conditions for their compelling utilizing, the look for important ways to deal with the
association of the instructive procedure in music training. To a substantial degree, this is because of the
instructing of EMI, which are coordinated into the field of versatile and cloud-based instructive
administrations [23]. Cutting edge data inventive instructive condition of music training, based on the
utilization of contemporary learning innovations and MCT, will permit, as remarkable musicologist of the
twentieth century Yury Rags noted in the article "Prospects for the improvement of software engineering
in music schools" " to join in light of a legitimate concern for performers working in auxiliary schools
and in unique music schools in all claims to fame and at all dimensions of instruction (in school, College
or University)" and "to utilize the rich capacities of new data advances in the methodological
advancement of melodic training" [24, p. 87].
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